
Choose your                 Plan

C Line Touch Machine + 10 vials (10 treatments) + Full Training including
marketing assistance and package (on SEO, Social Media) 

www.revitacare.uk0746 339 39 29 info@revitacare.uk

Gold Plan £3190 + VAT

C Line Touch Machine + 30 vials (30+ treatments)  + 1Need Micro-needling
Pen + (30 cartridges)  + Full Training including marketing assistance and
package (on SEO, Social Media) 

£3490 + VATPlatinium Plan
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A multi step facial incorporating Electroporation and the latest
Micro-current technology allowing product penetration of the
Highest Quality products made by Laboratories Revitacare a
french laboratory founded in 2003, specialised in research,

design, manufacturing of medical devices based on hyaluronic
acid. 

 
This Machine allows for upwards of 36 different combinations via

3 different modalities to provide your clients with the bespoke
tailored facial they would need! Allowing you to treat all skin

types and ages. 
 

The C Line Touch Machine has been specifically designed to cater
to the molecular weight of Revitacare products providing 100% of
the product to penetrate into the skin without using any needles.  

 
Enquire today!  



Sterile Cosmetics Range Single Box   5+ Boxes

Cytocare 715 C LINE   (5x5 ml)  £145  £135 

Cytocare 640 C LINE  (5x4 ml) £120  £110 

HairCare C Line  (10x5 ml)  £125  £115 

CelluCare C LINE  (10x5 ml)  £125  £115 

StretchCare C LINE   (10x5 ml)  £125  £115 
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Non-invasive and painless, the C Line Touch invents the manual beauty care of

tomorrow by integrating unique power of Electroporation and micro-currents in a
session.- Giving you a unique facial everytime! 
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A combination of currents to boost the cosmetic
actives according to the skin's needs.
Anti-ageing treatments
Active ingredient Customisable program

Rejuvenate Program

Specifically Designed to the
molecular weight of Revitacare

products to give you 100% product
penetration into the cells!  

An exclusive light current to improve blood
microcirculation and blood flow.
Dark circles, dull skin Venous dilatation
especially the eye area!  
Increase in oxygen levels - for added
oxygenation to the skin

Glow Program

 
 A stimulating current for the Electrolift

of the skin muscles and the face.
Stimulation Toning
Skin firming

Lift program



Bluetooth connectivity
Ideal comfort in session. The C Line Touch works like an exoskeleton on your fingers. It stands out for its precision
in sensitive areas thanks to its manual and intuitive use. Combines the agility of your movements with the
intuitiveness of your grip to guarantee a pleasant session comfort. Eye contour, lip contour with ease. 

Instantly visible results
The C Line Touch offers universal penetration of cosmetic ingredients and immediate results.
Exclusively, the C Line Touch benefits from the expertise of our engineers with the intelligent software USER
ASSIST®. Equipped with advanced technology, USER ASSIST® is a real assistant in your daily life and a force of
proposal in your sessions. USER ASSIST® analyses the needs and information of the skin in order to create a
treatment protocol that is personalised to the expectations of each client. In fact, this software instantly programs
all the session parameters (duration, microcurrent, frequency used, etc.) thanks to its numerous reference
treatments.
Thus, the collection of this skin data by USER ASSIST® configures the ideal protocol for each client and ensures
the best possible results.

Expression lines and wrinkles 
Face firming and toning
Anti-aging
Hyper-pigmentation
Rosacea
Oily skin
Skin rejuvenation
Skin hydration
Brightening of the skin
Lifting

Electroporation is the application of an electric current passing through the skin and cell membrane in order to
open pores and create channels through which product can penetrate into the skin cells and to the dermis. The C-
Line Touch is an intradermal electroporation device that penetrates the epidermal and dermal layers of the skin
allowing for up to 100% penetration of the product!  Allowing more efficient delivery of products into the skin
cells. Specifically designed to penetrate Revitacare C-Line products. This Technology can be used for the face and
body including sensitive areas such as the eyes and lips! 
 
The applicators are designed so that they can reach under the eye and target smaller areas where larger devices
cannot. 

Electroporation can help:

So What is
Electroporation? 

Totally Wireless -Equipped with
advanced technology, USER

ASSIST®  

Hya-Touch Facial
Designed to include the perfect facial for your clients to Glow- Enquire

today!  
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/electroporation

